
 

Base IP-PABX iPerTalk, 1 VoIP provider line, can support
up to 20 lines and 20 extensions

1375/14A

Product specifications:
 Maximum number of lines: 20-
 Maximum number of extensions: 20-
 Power supply: 230Vac-
 Max. consumption: 5W-
 Installation: wall-mounted-
 Weight: 115 g-
 Dimensions (L x H x D): 426 x 367 x 87 mm-

Description
IPerTalk is a full-IP communication system capable of managing the typical telephone functions of a
PABX and integrating them with new ways of communication (video calls, e-mails, text messages,
CTI, management systems).
IPerTalk is an extremely modular software platform that can be expanded both in terms of resources
and multimedia functionalities, allowing the user to manage different operating tools via a single
service centre. IPerTalk is the ideal solution for those who wish to use different communication
resources and integrate them.
Bundle item no. 1375/14A is the solution for IP video door phone services for the service sector,
either in stand-alone mode or integrated with third-party VoIP PBXs, in particular offices and
commercial businesses within a residential building in which the iPerCom video door phone system
is installed. IP telephone system equipped for management of 1 VoIP Provider line and can support
up to 20 lines and 20 extensions, by means of additional licences. The system is provided also with
the following features: customisable advanced autoresponder, voicemail for each user (with access
to messages via e-mail, user web interface and extension), web interface for each user (to
customise the extension and access to the additional functions), private and shared directory,
administration interface.
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Logistic data
 Packaging quantity single: 1-
 EAN single: 8021156077458-
 Base: 260 mm-
 Height: 146 mm-
 Depth: 48 mm-
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